Tank Cleaning & Gas-freeing

Cleaning tanks for re-use

No job too big

Full protective equipment
and a ‘buddy’ standing by
We clean tanks preparatory to scrapping and also for re-use,
which extends the life of the tank.
Demand for cleaning tanks for re-use had dropped off over the
last two decades, but it is now increasing once more; either in
preparation for stocking bio-fuel, or solving bio-fuel clogging
problems. If bio-fuels are put into uncleaned tanks, they can strip
out any detritus already in there, or bacteria can form jellyfishlike colonies; both of these can clog dispensers.
Whatever the reason for cleaning, it requires dedication to safety
and experience in determining safe methods of working, geared
to each set of circumstances.
We start by removing any residue product. The tank is then
temporarily inerted, either with our Nitro-foam inerting process
or by water filling.

Our tank
cleaning
vehicle
has built
in
showers
for staff
welfare

Don’t take
chances,
call in the
experts

Cleaning is done by scrubbing from the inside (our preferred
method) or jet washing from the outside; it is the customers'
choice. All work is carried out by our fully trained and
experienced staff, who will, on completion of the work, issue gastest certificates.
Projects are undertaken in strict compliance with all current
Health, Safety and Environmental regulations required by the
Petroleum Officer, HSE and Environment Agency. All residues
and washings are disposed of safely under 'Duty of Care' or EA
Notifications.
If the tank is to be removed, either by us or another contractor,
it will be fully exposed and inerted, enabling us to cold cut a
large opening in the tank top. This opening facilitates cleaning
and gas-freeing and prevents any build up of flammable gases
during the tank removal.
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